TRIP 1

Dear Campers and Staff of Camp Agudah:
As I sit here and write this letter its hard to believe that first trip has come to a close. A lot of
people worked very hard in order to make this yearbook happen and I would like to apologize
now for anyone I may have forgotten. Firstly, I would like to express my hakoras hatov to
Hashem for his ever lasting kindness.
I would like to thank our director, Meir Frishman for his countless hours that he devotes to
camp to make our summer the best it can be.
Our head counselor Rabbi Kaufman for making Camp Agudah the Ruach filled place that it is.

Rabbi Karfiol, thank you for the censorship of the yearbook it would have been a different
yearbook with out you. Also for being able to give me off at last minute notice to work on the
yearbook.
Rabbi Wolf, thank you for the time you gave me with all the questions (even if it all just
comes down to the same thing).
Rabbi Schilit thanks for your help in All my endeavors.
Rabbi Neiman, Thank you for everything, from the guidance as my counselor to the
helpfulness of a friend.
Mrs. Rand, thank you for all your computer help, sorry for making your life so difficult but
Chanoch wasn‘t around and everyone needs to do their part.
Eli Serebrowski, thank you for taking time out to provide all those hours of technical
assistance. At times it seemed like you were the one writing the yearbook.
Thank you to all the counselors for handing in your articles on time and for helping to type
them.
Special thanks to the Pinny Faska, the person who really wrote this trips yearbook (with some
of my help), Thank you Pinny for those phone call reminders.
Yakov (Jack) Rosenberg and Moshe Gershon (Cosmo) Kramer, The amount of time you guys
put in was amazing. This first trip yearbook idea would have flopped without the both of you.
Thank you very much.
Yonah Kaplowitz, thank you for being there for Pinny
Shimshy Brecher thank you for spearheading this project and taking it all on your shoulders
A very big thank you to my bunk for allowing me to disappear in order to work on the
yearbook
If I left anyone out I would like to apologize again thank you for all your help in whatever it
was that you may have done.

Hillel Weinreb

From the desk of… Rabbi Kaufman
Head Counselor Camp Agudah

Wow! How quickly the first trip went by at Camp Agudah, Ruach
Country- a home away from home, a yeshiva away from yeshiva. Here we felt
very comfortable living together with achdus and shalom.

Here in our

Machane Kadosh we lived and practiced torah 24 hours a day. We truly
fulfilled B’chol D’rachecha De’ehu. As you pack your clothing, pack in all the
wonderful middos tovos and hanhagos tovos that you practiced here.

Be

proud that you are a Ruach Country boy. Let people recognize a true Camp
Agudah boy. Wishing you all a K’siva Vachasima Tova,
Bracha V’hatzlacha,
Until next year in Yerushalayim
Your Head Counselor,

Rabbi Kaufman

Dear Chashuva Campers of Camp Agudah Ruach Country,

Wow, what a first trip it has been. As we said on the onset the ruach that we are
referring to, is the ruach of Torah .All that we do throughout the day in camp is infused
with the awesome power of Limud Ha‘Torah. We are benched with a staff of very
dedicated Rabbeim who instilled each Bachur with a great Chaishek and Ahavas
Ha‘Torah. The Shiurim contributed to a very successful summer Z‘man. The latest
addition to our raffles was the gadol of the week raffle, where one lucky boy wins the
zechus to meet with the gadol of the week and bask in his presence. The climax of the
first trip was the Torah Bowl. In two short days hundreds of boys learned many different
important yedios hatorah . The Nachas that was felt by all of us here in camp is just a
taste of the nachas that Hakadosh Boruch Hu ―Shepted‖ as he saw an awesome showing
of Ameilus Ba‘Torah. Of course we thank Rabbi Meir Frischman who‘s love of Torah
makes the learning in camp unparallel in the mountains! He together with the Head Staff
lead by Rabbi Kaufman allowed the learning Sedurim to operate smoothly. R‘ Shimon
Newmark made it all happen logistically, and Rabbi Elbaz di graphics (and of course
Yitzi Lebowitz – without you…uh oh…). Mrs. Lankry And Rabbi Schwebel thanks for
your dedication for our new raffles, it was delicious! Mrs. Rand without we could not
have done it without you! And of course we thank Hakadosh Boruch Hu
incredible Siatah Dishmaya in all our endeavors!

R’ Feuer

R’ Nussbaum

for the

_______did not come to his Activity because he
Mordechai Rupp – CC
Yitzy Senft – CC

To have Bunk Aleph again like Rosner
To have a Shabbos afternoon nap

Zalman Botwinick
Menachem Feder
Yehuda Leib Feifer
Zevi Freier
Avraham Friedman
Moshe Aryeh Groveman
Tzvi Yehuda Joselit
Yehuda Katz
Shaul Chaim Kaufman
Dovi Kornbluth
Mendel ―Mouse‖ Landynski
Meir Simcha Lichtman
Yehuda Magid
Akiva Nathan
Chaim Oratz
Ari Pesach
Ezriel Scheiner
Shmuel Tzvi Shifrin
Yehuda Leib Stefansky

To win color war
Fishing for all activites
Og Melelch Habashan Sized…
NO Curfew
to win oar
to win oar
Super Soaker Tank
to win color war
Run the Canteen (Thanks for the fridge)
Dairy-Free Grilled Cheese
To Escape Katz
To Lead Ashrei in the Shul
To win RAG
Basketball for four activities
To be like Ezra
To have a last name
History Activity
To have Crafty as a counselor
To be as popular as Jack
June 30th
First day of camp!!!
Senior leagues go skating !!

When _______ is not in the pool he is
Duvie Lowenthal –CC
Betzalel Schlosser –CC
Dovid Tikotzky –CC

testing kids for the torah bowl
coaching his league team
sleeping

Mordechai Bluth
Simcha Braunstein
Chaim Feder
Dovid Tzvi Goodman
Moshe Gross
Mordechai Kaufman
Avromie Lichtman
Yaakov Newmark
Efraim Panski
Aryeh Viener
Avrohom Yitzchok Zoberman

eating ketchup sandwiches and playing soccer
finishing his plate
telling stories to his counselors
walking away from the bunk
still displaying his great middos
playing running bases and getting doubles by snack
catching frogs
catching tree toads
getting something from his bungalow
waiting outside the pool
playing with his cap and climbing his counselor‘s shoulders

July 1st
First full day of camp
Mozy Kaplans first day on mike

If He Was Head Counselor He Would.......
Lieby Liberman-DCC
Yisroel Green-DCC
.
Moshe Friedman
Shlomo Ghoori
Moshe Goodman
Yehuda Nusbaum
Moshe Nechemia Schiff
Chaim Tzvi Weinberger
Avigdor Wolf
Aharon Tzvi Zoberman
Chaim Feifer
Bunk Lamed Bais
Nisson Bohensky
Zevi Arem
Itiel Cohen
Avi Hoch
Pesach Diamond
Betzalel Schlosser
Duvi Lowenthal
Dovid Tikotsky
Aaron “camper” Stern
DJ “Mr. Dovid Yaakov” Michaeli
Mordy Salem
Kalman Friedman
Eli Devor
Meir “Flo” Glicher
DNA Adelman
Eli Lankry

make sleeping an official activity
make sleeping 2 official activities
make riding his bike an activity
still visit his grandmother in the kitchen
sing bentching on the mike at every meal
run the Camp Agudah Canteen
also be head lifeguard
still be an all-around geshmake guy
be coach of all of camp’s teams
still have the best midos around
still beat everyone at basketball
Thanks guys, you’re the best !! KIT
make our trips geshmak, fest, & flaasig THANKS!!
have a real job – thanks for the help!
actually do some work, eat pretzels, & abolish chips
run Bunk Hay, eat chips, & abolish pretzels
bring fridges to his bungalow
give out Freez-Pops and grilled cheese sandwiches
arrange intercamp for every day
Please see: Tikotsky, Dovid
do a great job and be a great guy
let me use his ……….. (please fill with item of choice)
beatbox for reveille, especially the Mo-Deh Ah-Nee
make all activities at night, with curfew right after shacharis
keep the shack full & be nice to the shack JS
be mamesh a moofki Kwanzaa/Reuvain
not be able to sleep so much
wake up on time and run the cocoa club
INVADE POLAND!!

July 2nd
Senior League opening day

Mordechai Rupp – CC
Yitzy Senft – CC

Last Will and Testament
To have Bunk Aleph again like Rosner
To have a Shabbos afternoon nap

Zalman Botwinick
Menachem Feder
Yehuda Leib Feifer
Zevi Freier
Avraham Friedman
Moshe Aryeh Groveman
Tzvi Yehuda Joselit
Yehuda Katz
Shaul Chaim Kaufman
Dovi Kornbluth
Mendel ―Mouse‖ Landynski
Meir Simcha Lichtman
Yehuda Magid
Akiva Nathan
Chaim Oratz
Ari Pesach
Ezriel Scheiner
Shmuel Tzvi Shifrin
Yehuda Leib Stefansky

To win color war
Fishing for all activites
Og Melelch Habashan Sized…
NO Curfew
to win oar
to win oar
Super Soaker Tank
to win color war
Run the Canteen (Thanks for the fridge)
Dairy-Free Grilled Cheese
To Escape Katz
To Lead Ashrei in the Shul
To win RAG
Basketball for four activities
To be like Ezra
To have a last name
History Activity
To have Crafty as a counselor
To be as popular as Jack

July 3rd
First Shabbos of the Summer
Shabbos Guest: Rav Shlomo Braunstien, Menahel of Mesivta Rabbeinu Chaim Berlin

We Have Two JC’s Because….
CC– Muttie Kohn

Was busy with props, 5 pounds, needed a pollack to clean the palace(I DID IT MYSELF INSTEAD), needed more
place to put his hats, needed a co-captain for leagues, wanted doubles of singles ,and one wasn’t enough to handle
him.
JC 1– Yisroel Zev Borchardt
Needed two fans, two fridges, two soloists, another choir member, wanted less tips, AND was involved in OAR
JC 2– Shlomo Baruch Pollak
WAS a rotater, wanted tips, can‘t sing, night kollel, slept in bunk yud-daled, couldn‘t say a story, needed more time
to tan, AND was involved in OAR
JC 3–
O wait not yet
Nachi Bienstock
is from ST. Louis
Tzviki Cohen
Wanted to sing twice (YB[b]C, YBC)
Chaim Zanvil Feigenbaum
Couldn‘t get enough freeze-pops
Dov Feigenbaum
Wanted to redo his cubbies
Yoni Gluck
Has two screens on his gameboy
Ezzi Gruen
Went swimming and passed the deep-water test
Pinchos Jurkowitz
Needs more hats to wear
Yitzchok Tzvi Knobel
Needs more people to take pictures of
Efraim Kramer
Needed help to check the nutrition facts
Avrohom Yochanan Lax
Wanted double tefilah tickets
Shloimy Levitansky
Was camper number 20
Yakov Mitnick
Needs a straight jump-ball
Shmuli Muchnik
Had an extra slice of birthday cake
Dovid Neiman
Needed three people to drag him to choir tryouts(WAY TO GO!)
Zev Nordlicht
Because one person didn‘t have a high enough octave
Yehuda Aryeh Schuster
wanted to win oar
Yisroel Meir Steinberg
Is one of five day campers
Yehuda Viener
wanted to win color war
Yossi Wax
Needed a third shower
Yossi Wiederman
Couldn‘t be tickled
Froggy
Wanted a story but his counselor said Nooooooooooooooo
Betzalel
Beat muttie up
Wolf
Needed a partner
Yackov A.
Needed a second seder chavrusa DURING ACTIVITIES
Berman
Needed something to complain about
Aron Hillel
Needed a three shift rotation of nurses
Tzvi L.
Didn‘t want to say a story
Fish
needed to be looked after better
Shabbos Soda
was to expensive
Bunk Gimmel
Needed directions to their own bunkhouse
THANKS GUYS WE HAD FUN PLEASE KEEP IN TOUCH
M.K. 347-668-1460

July 4th
Red White and Blue
Neighborhood Day Breakout

If there would be a 5th activity…
Eliezer Frischman – JC
Yeshaya Rosner – C

Eli David
Yakov Leib David
Moshe Yitzchak Fried
Yitzchok Frischman
Mordy Gelbard
Uri Yosef Groveman
Nosson Boruch Halbertal
Tevel Herbstman
Avrohom Yitzchok Illes
Nissim Avrohom Katlowitz
Zevi Kay
Yitzchak King
Shragi Schorr
Shmuel Schuck
Moshe Sprei
Efraim Weiss
Ribowsky
Cozmo
Szlafrak

as long as it‘s not a farschleppte MIncha….would program his phone to multi-task… go to the
mall; MAKE SURE LEIZER‘S NOT AROUND!!
would take it of course…...only if its line up. would make up a handshake…. Oh he‘s too
yeshivish he‘s from torah vadaas .
Would get locked out of his own house!!!!!!you were great to work with k.i.t.
would add more to the elmos‘ handshake. Would buy medicine for his rash…….from the canteen
would go to a cyclone game
would be teaching the talent of spilling. Would go swimming… only if elmo goes
would teach others his super scumptios laugh
would use up all the loose change on his canteen cards
would win color war
would win color war
would complain that there‘s no 6th activity. Would organize his
cubbies all by him self
would win color war
would take an extra shower
would manage the Ferndale Carlos & Gabby‘s
would take a nap… oh wait, there‘s no room on the bed
would try to fix his canteen account
―what, there‘s no 5th activity?!‖
would work out to follow in his uncle‘s footsteps
would be on the porch
would rotate a bunk while playing computers
would organize the entire bunks‘ cubbies
would teach the bunk to be as strong as him

July 5th
Neighborhood Day
…and the winner is NYS

If I had a Million dollars

Ari Krasnow – CC

would make sure that since he has the cubicle and is a hotshot he would actually have a team to
play with
Aryeh Wielgus – CC
would have the cubicle
Yonatan Cohen
would win oar
Aaron Feinstein
would give to zolty
Shadow Feinstein
would buy himself a first name
Chaim Yehuda Ghoori
would pay Yonatan to do his cubbies
Yosef Halton
would pick to have the worse activities everyday
Yeshaya Dovid Heller
would keep it because money is green
Yaakov Oratz
would maybe play sports
Pinchas Oshinsky
would play hockey with the real rules like in philly
Aryeh Rand
would buy a camelpack that fits and doesn‘t leak
Shmuel Roth
would talk… loud enough for people to hear him
Dovid Shlomo Rottenstreich
would be on chevra hamispalelim and read his story book
Mordechai Samowitz
would still sweep the floor everyday
Aaron Stefansky
would make sure everything is not under control so he can fix it
Yechiel Zolty
would make sure everyone call him by his real name- chielie
C Y Oelbaum
would have counselors who know him to give him a line
Pesach herbstman
would realize that his misconception about aryeh living in gedalya`s shadow is really just him
projecting his own feeling‘s of living in two brothers‘footsteps
Nati Gurwitz
NATI NATI NATI
Shami Whitman / yisroel mordechai schonbron
still wouldn‘t be trusted by the head staff
Aryeh brecher
would be as cool as ari and aryeh wielgus
Kizzy Jr.would play basketball on Agudah‘s ―real‖ team ―RUSTBUCKETS”
Menachem Tepperrandom…..random…..random…..random…… ―Settle Down‖
Mendel Peter Spiegelwould actually hook us up-not just Kizzy and would be head waiter. Stop scratching! See you in
The Derm!!!!
Dovid Ackermanwould wake up before revile
Shmulie HirschThanx for the title!!! HERRING!! ULTRA SHTICK!!
Bunk Daled
would not have a yearbook title!!

July 6th
Opening day of 6th grade leagues
New Juggling Activity

If a Hippopotamus Could lay Eggs and an Ostrich Could fly, Then…….
Aryeh Brecher – CC
Aaron Schilit – JC
Zevi Diamond
Ari Feiger
Meir Frank
Leiby Friedman
Avi Grabel
Yochanan Lax
Naftoli Miles
Ezra Nathan
Dovid Reichman
Yaakov Rimmer
Dovid Schorr
Shmuel Shmaya
Shmuli Silber
Shmuel Yechezkel Stern
Shimshy Brecher & Avi Schilit
Shamai Whitman
Ari Krasnow
Aryeh Wiggles
OMG, LOL, KIT
Meir Gleicher
Jacob Rosenberg

would stop being the best, most amazing, awesome, awe inspiring, and devoted counselor.
would be loud and finally touch something that‘s not perfectly clean. No jokes, thnx for being an
awesome JC!
could eat some of camp‘s ―normal‖ food, and gain some weight.
would be the best counselor ever and would not stop smiling.
would be star of Agudah‘s b-ball team just like his father was.
would finally listen to the ref‘s call, and would let everyone know how much he loves veggieburgers.
WHAT, ME?
would eat a fly, get stuck in a laundry bag, act in a play, make his own camp, kill the hornets.
might finally understand all the deep and mysterious things that counselors do.
would forever be addicted to cheese balls and would make an effort to not leave his glasses on the
floor.
will win oar
would stop talking about shmaya and papaya in his sleep.
would make his counselors bed. P.S.- You can get off the stage now. Put on some shoes. And lie
and le and lie…..
would catch a horse and keep it in a box under the bunk house.
would miss one shower and start smelling like a pineapple.
would win oar
might not be the best brothers ever.
who? He‘s not a counselor
would shoot em down with OUR water guns.
would stop wearing wife beaters and go to Yam Surf.
would become banned.
would win oar
must be the unnamed js that sleeps in our bunk and has zero to do with
us…secretary…songwriter…oh & baneinu…masmid???

July 7th
Intercamp at Tashbar
Senior League Bowling Trip

Counselor Berman Chesky
J.C. Stern Aaron

CENSORED DUE TO THE LACK OF A TITLE
Vov
has to get rid of the annoying back scratcher
CAMPER STERN; the name says it all!!!!!

Aharon Yaakov Augenbaum Talks very little
Dovid Brown
Takes bootleg showers with all his clothes on
Yitzchak Canter
Has to move his wardrobe from his bed to his cubbies
Eliezer Canter
Didn‘t get a prize everyday by bentching
Nesanel Zalman Cohen
Will keep on shteiging
Dovi Finkelstein
Will always be an awesome chiller
Avrohom Yosef Gross
Stop banging on my teapot!
Elimelech Gurwitz
will win oar
Binyomin Katz
Will always have a million questions
Avraham Nissim Lebovic
Will always be the best hockey player in camp
Yoel Lebovic
will win oar
Menachem Malek
will win oar
Moshe Ezriel Schwartz
will win oar
Avrohom Wax
Never stops playing basketball
Thanks for giving me and awesome summer, you guys were great! KIT
Chesky & Camper Aaron
General Pesach
I know you enjoyed the words of praise, mazel tov!
Lt. Tank
You never told me what you thought of the play!?!?

July 8th
4 and 5th grade leagues
Staff Play
th

7th Grade did not go to Niagra this year because
Yisroel Lowenthal
Eliyahu Tzvi Feinstein

WAS BUSY etc.
was trying out for camp’s tug-of-war team

Shloime Aberbach
Yossi Abramczyk
Shimon Yehuda David
Eli Goldberg
Meir Simcha Gross
Chesky Jaski
Sholom Mordechai Krohn
Shmuel Levitin
Eli Potash
Simcha Schur
Avrumi Shalitzky
Chaim Teitz
Netanel Chaim Tzur
Shimon Weinberger
Moshe Ribowsky

isn’t in the choir, because they don’t allow chairs
wanted leagues instead
leaves early after Ma’ariv
made a wrong turn on his way to camp while fixing his fan
would have missed his grandfathers Tish
will win oar
can’t miss the Daf. KEEP SHTEIGING
hit Feinsteins back one time too many
“SPEC” would have nothing to complain about while being bored by meals
had a “HOURABLE” time visiting his uncle, because it was 8:30 way past his bedtime
missed choir tryouts trying to create flipflop cufflinks
couldn’t get away from Ribowsky phone
was busy looking for his hat in the ranch during the Mexican soccer game
was trying to make “Clifton 3-point shootout into a gameboy room
was guarding the Ski-ball machine

July 9th
Friday preparations all around camp
Swim, Swim, Prepare for Shabbos!

There will finally be a geshmake 9th grade when…………….
Avi Heineman
Yehuda Gold

Yehuda Zev Berman
Zevi Censor
Yechiel Ginsburg
Yitzchok Gold
Yechezkel Shimon Greenspan
Shlomo Hirth
Betzalel Kahn
Simcha Nebenzahl
Meir Richter
Mordechai Rosenberg
Shloimy Snow
Avraham Yeshayahu Swiatycki
Mordechai Viener
Yossi Waxman
Kalman Weinstock

gets rid of his brooks brothers teddy bear and isn‘t a fine shmeker and stops asking for world
wide hock at 2 in the morning
G-O-L-D all the way to victory with the bobby pins oh right chofetz
chaim oops im
just kidding!!!!! Thanks for being the greatest jc ever and for giving me the most awesome 1st
half ever and just for being the greatest cutie ever and settle with wits next year it will be so
awesome and just remember to fill me in on the hock you know what I‘m talking about lol
because ur the best little brother in the whole world, no seriously, love ya…

when he is more geshmack than his big brother chesky
will win oar
he keeps his head up by davening and isn‘t interested in the js hock at 2 am
will stop giggle giggle giggle
will stop commenting on his jcs lack of stamina
will win oar
will be wished happy birthday by his jc and get stoned over grapefruit pickle juice
will win oar
becomes the loudest kid in the bunk
will win oar
will win oar
will win oar
will win oar
absolutely disastrous
commenting on avis reckless driving

July 10th
Motzei Shabbos Cleanup
Ice Cream Machine comes to camp

IF CAMP WOULD BE FULL……….
Yaakov Abramczyk
Ari Schacter

will still be trying to get a lock for his cubicle,playing Mario bros,and still saying how tired he is
will still be falling asleep on the porch, going biking, and for helping me get the bunk quiet at nights

Eliezer Berger
Yitzchok Boord
Mordechai Esses
Zachary Asher Ghatan
Dovid Gold
Mordechai Korff
Levi Kornbluth
Moshe Bunem Laskin
Avrohom Leader
Yechezkel Lerner
Yaakov Lev
Nechemia Schechter
Yehuda Steinberg
Yaakov Moshe Tabak
Yossi Weingarten

will still win oar
will still be jogging
will still be doing everything possible to make the counselors job easier
will still have his brain hurting
will still be eating 5 hot dogs and ―dieting‖
will still be the next rebbe
will still be lending out his toys
will still be taking 2 showers a day everyday
will still mix up his jc and counselor
will still be juggling
will still be part of the davening programm
will still be getting into pjs
will still be saying shema in ―one minute‖
will still be learning
will still be a student of rabbi bald

July 11th
Visiting Day Night

If a wood chuck could chuck wood
Shlomo Moshe Fixler – C
Avrohom Natan Gurwitz – JC
Shimon Bennaim
Michael Aryeh Davids
Gershon Gold
Shalom Menachem Hochman
Zevi Kahan
Eliyahu Kaufman
Yitzchok Krasnow
Chemi Levine
Daniel Menahemov
Yaakov Moshe Nathan
Meir Aryeh Nordlicht
Tzvi Perlstein
Sruli Smith
Shlomie Soloff
Shmuel Tepfer
Yaakov Abramczyk
Chaim Fogel
Akiva Nathan
Paysach Sprecher
Tuli Abramczyk
Eli Fogel
Yehuda Gold
Yumi Gruen
Avi Heinemen
Yonah Kaplovitz
Ari,Aryeh,and Aryeh
Yossi Gold
Eli Feinstein
Ephraim Felsinger
Alexander HERBSTMAN
Chaim Herbstman

would be singing carlebach niggunim after lights out and would scream NYS with a little les oomph
would not be larger than life and scream like a girl because of a skunk
would smile while sweeping and juggling
would break INTO the infirmary
would still smile and do his own thing
would do something wrong
would race in the races
would give us nothing to write about
would win oar
would still be the cutest coolest guy in camp
would always eat while playing baseball so he could daven even longer
would have veahavta lerayacha kamocha and be dan lichav zichus
would never lose his crocs and robe
would find his canteen money
would always have a water balloon water gun etc…
would win oar
see Yaakov Abramzyk
see half of the bunk
would not join nati in screaming because of a skunk and would not let me have let me join the staff baseball team
would join our bunk for real
would have the greatest summer ever
would write me a more pumping song and take me around the mountains (thanks for both)

would come back to be on the team and keep me company
wouldn‘t get pumped for games, get strangled (we love chofetz chaim), and have the funniest cousin in camp thanx for
everything you‘re a really great friend
would still be playing on the team against romimu (it was disaaterous without you)
will trust me about important things (hes awesome, no?) and will still be there for me whenever I need him see you in
monsey!
would always stay in sun valley where everyone knows his real name
you guys are awsome thanx so much for a very quiet and peaceful summer
will not have pied me and thanx for second seder
will organize intercamp for 11th grade and give out more ices than the canteen sells
would be a js for the ropes and will hit 3s when im there
isn‘t a herby and likes camp more than yeshiva
is the 2nd best mofia guy in camp

July 12th
Intercamp Against Camp Rayim Mesivta
R.J. Lewis performance
Oar Breakout

Wi

on
‗s day off
Yechiel Shimon Aharonof – C (His day off of what?) guns nun-chucks knives nukes and unknown.
Alexander Herbstman – JC
Will actually take a day off.
Mendy Besser
will collect the most tzedakah.
Yaakov Zev Fogel
will still be giving out his brownies.
Tzvi Frischman
will have Shmuel Riechman as a counsler for a full summer.
Shragy Gold
will eat chips ahoy and scare the wits out of himself with his Obama mask.
Aaron Katzenstein
will get a ―solo ― in Yitzy‘s choir.
Shmuel Krzywanowski
will switch to an awesome league team.
Mordechai Aaron Leizerowski will be on the same league as ―you know who.‖
Yehoshua Leshkowitz
will draw a prop scene for camp all by himself.
Shaul Levitin
will go back to karate classes and not go to sleep before 12:01.
Shimon Mayerfeld
will finish shas before the end of the summer.
Eli Neumann
will still be waking up at 2:00 in the morning and hitting every ones adam‘s
apple.
Yaakov Zev Pearl
will make it to lineup for shacharis with his socks on.
Daniel Schulman
will be the first one to go sleep.
Chaim Yisroel Stefansky
will not have to use twenty cans of axe a day.
Moshe Stefansky
will not be mixed up with chaim regarding solo‘s.
Yehuda Vogel
will be the most athletic player on the team
Nati gurwitz
will have spiked hair 7th grade bunk and be coming to darchei
Eli kaufman
will empty shoprite of full throttle
Moshe b laskin
will have to open his curtain of bangs to look out
Thanks guys for being the greatest bunk ever!! Enjoy the rest of it
July 13th
Oar Activities

Yud Bais
Metchik Kobe –
Brezel Moshe
Edelstein Mordechai Yitzchok
Fishman Menachem
Goldstein Chaim Yisroel
Kohn Aron Hillel
Magid Aryeh
Mandel Yitzi
Rand Yitzy
Sprecher Paysach
Waldman Avrohom Mordechai
Rabbi Pearl
Rabbi Karfiol
Nati Gurwitz
Eli Serebrowski
Aharon Wolf
Yehuda Gold
Aaron Schilit
Jack Kaplan
Kal
Jack Rosenberg
Rabbi Lichtman
Yaakov Zalman Metchik
Yossi Shafer
Shimshy Brecher

Kobe wrote a random article because…..
didn‘t know if there‘s a yearbook this summer
Knew thatMrs Lankry made veggie burgers
Chased Lebron away with his rex-specs
didn‘t need the kavod
The colts paid more money
wants to win oar
Switched beds
Is already running Darchei‘s Gym
Doesn‘t follow sports
wants to win neighborhood day
Went to Jupiter on a unicycle
Was going for Fiji in the world cup
THE WHISTLE BLEW!!
Was already acting in the play
Didn‘t have enough time for ….
Was playing bingo in Iceland
Was racing sled dogs in Madagascar
Didn‘t want to coach agudas shuffleboard team
Already had him doing custodial services in torah vadas
Lost Payday
Wasn‘t my jc
Was saying oooh in veretzky
Wasn‘t in Agudah this summer
Was my co-counseler
Didn‘t take me to shoprite this year

July 14th
Oar First time ever all out basketball
The winner is…… Orange!!!!

Last will and testament
Abramczyk Naftoli – C
etc…, etc..
Avigdor Yaakov
Bookson Naftali
Bruckenstein Mendy
Gleiberman Azriel Dovid
Goldwag Avraham Raphael
Greenwald Yechiel
Kadin Chaim Tzvi
Kamelhar Aryeh
Schorr Chananya
Schron Shloimy
Soloff Aaron Yehuda
Soloff Shimon
Tepper Reuven
Weinberger Shimmie
Wenger Chaim Yitzchok
Werner Sheftel
Zell Avrohom Yeshaya
My dear bother yakov
Pesach
Tank
Kal
Nechemia
Fix
Chesky berman
Yitzy lebo
Hillel

a bigger bunk and cubicle, for camp to get phones, a longer Deadline for this article, a march song do-over,
to catch all the fish in Camps Lake
to be tulis official gabbai and own a soda machine
see yechiel greenwald and to be on camps basketball team (They need him anyways)
to be the starting pitcher at the staff games on Fridays and to Know what they do at night
to be the head of the FSTIB (you know what I mean)
to have basketball four activities a day and no curfew
for avi schilit to remember that hes rabbi kaufmans grandson
to play elmo in sesame street
to be tulis chavrusa in kamenitz without his game boy
for his parents to know his true personality
to be able to charge 10 cents for a flatbread
to be able to do everything tuli asks
censord- anyone know reuven Weinstein?
to be the nurses helper and for tuli to get on a bench
to give a coca club and lead zimmoris on shabbos
to be the camper veker and shtender by davening
to have a jc job in camp
next year a rosh yeshivahs son and his own car
to be my bestest friend in the whole wide world
to be as thin as kal
for tuli to finally buy him his steak and to get out of his ear
for many herowitz to be in his bunk
to be able to scream NYS!! One more time
to be general of RED next oar
to lead the grand sing
to have boruch as his jc

July 15th
Lazy Day
Intercamp Against Romimu
Senior League Night out to Kold Kuts

If
Found Feivesh
Isbee Nechemia – C
Bunk Tes Vov would finally get off my back would get a normal cane would ask him how many shekel it cost would get
Senior Hill would finally wear a polo shirt on visiting day(thanx to Avi H.)And would be a home Reff (Kudos to Avi Schilit)
Eisen Levi
Would still be sleeping through clean up and claiming his bed is made and still be trying to get the prize from my cereal
Frank Eliezer
Would still be listening to the weather after lights out and falling asleep in his clothing and buying another Hamodia about the
find
Friedman Ushy
Would still be complaining about OAR and getting his power naps before meals
Greenberg Shlomo Zalman
Would capture the find on his always available camera and getting the little kids to smile during meal times and singing
zemiros by other bunks
Hertz Velvel
Would still be wearing his flip-flops and holding his super soaker
Jacob Mordechai
would finally help the Agudah STAFF team get a win in a baseball game
Katz Shlomo Chaim
Would not care because he would be fishing at the lake and he would be holding his water gun not pistol and still be wearing
crocks to davening
Neiman Tzvi
Would still be banging in nails by his bed and would get good pictures with his camera
Perlman Avraham Chaim
Would still be upset about the staff bathroom and trying to soak me with his water balloon
Rosenbaum Chaim Tzvi
would win color war
Sultan Shaul
Would still be wearing his SY cap proudly and trying to figure out the ashkenazic zemiros
Vashovsky Yehuda Aryeh Leib
Would still be bringing me my lunch and supper in bed and doing the transactions Thanx
Rabbi ―Avi‖ Schilit
Would still be doing my clean-up even though it is not his job and wanting nothing to do with the chulent trip and wanting to
trade my whole team without telling me and trying to get players for his TEAM and trying to get the best reff to do his
games
Tuli
Would be able to get a marching song do-over and would get gabbai Job in Bais Ralph and would be able to get a parking pass
for his minivan (thanx for always being there I would have not have been able to enjoy the summer the same without you
and the minivan came in clutch thanx a ton)
Yitzy Lebo
Would still be trying to fit my luggage in his car and would still be wearing his F.B.L. t-shirts and would get Feivesh to fix his
AC (thanx a million for the ride up and everything else
Yaakov Abramczyk
Would finally give me shot gun on off days(thanx for everything)
Avi Heinamen
Would ask Feivesh if he should buy 4 or 5 sodas for his bunk, and give him more Brooks Brothers Polos
Yosef Birnbaum
Would get reminded to bring all his stuff the first time up from Brooklyn ,might get a better deal on sodas(cheaper than $0.66)
play on the team, get his bunk 2 nd half (thanx for everything and for being the best neighbor possible it was great being with
you)
Eli Gray
Would get his own bunk to deal with and get the S.I. to camp (thanx for everything)
Hillel Weinreb
Would finally get my In-General and my bunk article on time (sorry for the lateness thanx a million for everything you made
my summer awesome get a new laugh)
Dear Bunk Yud Daled,
You guys were awesome I hope you enjoyed as much as I did. I really enjoyed being you counselor. I hope you guys are all Moichel me for anything I might have done.
K.I.T. (848)210-1190

July 16th

Flag Football introduced in Camp Agudah

Birnbaum Yosef Simcha – CC
Blitstein Moshe Chaim
Cohen Ari
Eisenstein Yehuda Aryeh
Fraiman Chaim Meir
Friedman Eliyahu
Gold Hillel
Horowitz Mendy
Kornfeld Daniel
Moshe Avraham
Ritz Yehuda
Rosenberg Yossi
Rosenstock Shimon
Schwartz Yecheskel
Shipper Eliezer Peretz
Stimmel Dovid
Teller Shimon
Tress Moishe
Weinstock Yosef Meir

Wants to leave the meal early because…..
Is on another off day
Wants to sleep in tes vov
Has had enough of me already—leagues, afternoon learning, bunk….does this end?
Is in Isbees bunk…funniest guy in the bunk by far
wants to win Neighborhood day
Where do I start??...wants to work out his bunk for the second half…see Yossi
Is being the best all around camper…. Keep up the great davening!
wants to win oar
Is never perfect
I am driving him crazy….hope you never took me seriously
Loves Passaic
Where do I start???.. wants to work out his bunk for second half…see ELI
wants to win oar
Did not want to play leagues
Wanted people to move down…and not to use big cups on shabbos
Wants to switch bunks
Does not want to play leagues…does not want to stand up by Zemiros
Wants to be by another bunk
Theres no room on his bench..No late night sugar..the results are devastating

July 17th
Agudah vs. Bei Kaita Baseball Game

Hillel will still have a root canal and not be going on an overnight hike because
Hillel Weinreb – C
Yosef Joselit – camper
Shammai Whitman
Arye Abramson
Yisroel Chaim Biberfeld
Simchie Eckhaus
Yoni Fine
Shimmy Frank
Moishe Gold
Yitzi Goodman
Nosson Tzvi Liff
Eliyahu Mandel
Elimelech Oshinsky
Eliyahu Rosman
Yaakov Selig
Yehuda Zev Spiegel
Yanky Walzman
Yitzchok Wax

is to busy doing the yearbook and he is more off than on
couldn‘t come for the full summer but still managed to bring food from his bungalow for
bunk tes zayin and is in ALSTERS not PHILLY.
wanted a counselor job
still didn‘t come to the meal
keeps telling everybody the real time by revile
is pushing for the overnight
wants him to and doesn‘t want it
thinks that hillel isn‘t good at making teams
wants best in bunk
is up reading a sefer late at night
caused it (swirly, glass window, next DOOR,____,_____,____……)
is building something or helping run camp
the philly‘s won the world series (two years ago)
is going to eliyahu whisetowskys wedding
wants herring and grapes
doesn‘t eat the OU
Likes peanut butter flavored ice cream and
came late to camp and refuses to fold up his chair

July 18th
Intercamp against Rayim
Cantata

[place some cliché headline here]
Herbstman Pesach – CC

thanx for an awesome amazing summer!!! EEEaaaWWww!!

Berger Yosef
Dahan Shimon Moshe
David Avi
Davidowitz Dovid
JC Feuer Yakov Yisrael
Gutman Chaim Tzvi
Klahr Shlomo
Krasnow Zalman
Levitt Paysach
Lewis Asher
Nusbaum Yitzchok
Schoor Aryeh
Sorscher Yechezkel
Ungar Zevy

indeed a sophisticatd chiiilllllaaaahhh
zemiros rock! So do meals!
midnight shpatzeers ! somebody says thanx for the inside scoop on the pizza….
nice cap! Model camper!
CEO of acme babysitting services inc. hi shlomo!
editor of the Flatbush jewish journal
the U.S. postal service postmaster
dealer! Throw this man a beer! Darchei is awesome!
wear the air ball GO ATLANTA!! Maybe one day you‘ll win a one on one
will be the chief librarian
the arms go in the sleeves and not tapping backs 
are you sure aryeh schoor?? Sorry had to do it….chiller
returning footballs to romimu…
thanx for the awesome Q! and really thanx for being my personal waiter
July 19th
Erev Tisha B‘av

They didn’t let us on the senior hill because
Avraham Kalikstein – C
Yehuda Aryeh Brecher
Chaim Zvi Florans
Mendel Hershkowitzis
Yehuda Leib Ickowics
Yakov Langer
Ari Lichtschein
Shmuel Dov Peres
Eliyahu Schuck
Tzvi Stolzenberg
Elchanan Tzur
Boruch Nosson Weinreb

no comment necessary
will outfish, outlain and even outjumpattish them
wins oar
is indefatigable he can grill for hours
is the chillest guy with the chillest voice (except for shimshy) in camp
has the awesomest pair of glasses in camp, you should wear that pair more often
you can‘t blame them that whistling could drive anyone nuts
is a clandestine spy for the LAPD
uses cinnamon babke (yes babke) for challah
could buy out the hill with his million dollar bill
has the coolest cheers unsch pushups unsch kals diet unsch
could beat up anyone in camp except Kal

July 20th
Tisha B‘av

If there wasn’t a conspiracy to keep Tank and Kal off the hill then…..
Kaplovitz Yonah – C
Will win oar
Ashkenazy Moshe
Fish Ari
Fogel Yisroel Moshe
Frankel Aaron
Kelman Ashi
Landsberg Akiva
Lazarus Shlomo
Mendelson Yakov
Ribiat Yosef Mordechai
Rubin Moshe Yosef
Shurkin Pinchus
Silk Meshulam

will finish his book by learning groups
will be the only one left at the table
will win oar
wouldn‘t travel all the way to Israel just to get snacks
will only sing songs
Will get his counselor water in time
will eat an oily fatty piece of steak
will pour water on himself
wont feel left out by being in a different bed in Philly
will be exactly like me
will sleep through Mincha
will raise the bar

July 21st
Zoom Flume!!!!
Special Surprise 6th and 7th grade go to Super Sonic Speedway

The Senior Lodge Rocked Because…..
Lebovits Yitzi
Caplan Tzvi Eliezer
Ely Yaakov Chonon
Golding Dovid
Goldman Yisroel Meir
Lichtig Ezra
Monoker Shmuely
Oshinsky Yisroel Dovid

Scherman Shuki
Steinmetz Boruch
Zucker Yehuda Leib
Stefansky Jack
Bunk Chof

Was the only one who did not have to lose any weight this summer, only wore Flatbush Basketball League Tshirts and still had amazing shalosh seudas food
Davened, Lained, did Hagbah, said a D‘var Torah and hocked up the masmidim all at the same time
Did not get upset at the ref by the basketball game during OAR, finished Hilchas Shechita and had an amazing
league team that he just adored
Tried to make a Siyum during the nine days (only for the bbq ) and slept in the same bed two summers in a
row
Came to Camp Agudah for the first time, was the first one sleeping every night and always borrowed cufflinks
for Shabbos
Was not called ―Carrot Top‖ and was the reigning chess champion of the ninth grade
Never used his own fan at nights and never argued with Shuki about his seat in the Shul or in the dining room
Never went to sleep without reading a book (or never even went into his bed without a book in his hand) and
was the only one to have a tradition soup at every meal
Had nothing to do with Artscroll, the Yankees or hairstyles and wanted the American League to win the All
Star game (but not all dreams come true )
Did not have a cell phone in camp, had a more comfortable bed than E.L. and had more dips for Shabbos than
Jack Staff
Never went to sleep before 3 am, scored 10 goals in a league game but still lost and decided to stay for second
half
Was the only one who gained weight this summer and did not drop a bowl of chulent on Shabbos (Go
Dagim!!!!)
Was the most geshmak ninth grade bunk, was not involved in the water fight and beat the eighth grade in
baseball 
I had an amazing time this summer, hope you did as well K.I.T.

July 22nd
Early Wakeup for 9th Grade
Niagara, Whirlpool Jet

If hot dogs were made of Salami, AT&T had service in the mountains then maybe….
Brecher Shimshy – C Fertig…. Wheres my phone?… Youre such a tzadikel….
Cywiak Daniel Yitzchok Dude, What me? Yah you. I‘m still burning from that spicy Shabbat sandwich. C‘mon do you really enjoy the
taste? It was great sitting next to you during meals, by the way skinny people have no right eating fiber one and kashi. You‘re such a tzadikel.
Keep in touch.
Karman Reuven
Dude, to be the counselor of bunk Lamed Beis, without getting tackled. You‘re an all star outfielder, always
making those impossible catches. Chillin on the porch until 3 A.M. , You‘re such a tzadikel. Keep in touch
Kraus Moishie
Dude, steak flavored potato chips that are dairy don‘t get me too excited. Those Hashkafa walks were great,
thanks for playing on my league team. Camp Agudah 2012 here I come! Go Detroit! We‘ll miss you second half. You‘re such a tzadikel.
Keep In touch.
Kraus Dovid
Dude, it‘s the water boy himself, you don‘t need to do all those exercises just fill up that 10 pounder of water, and
your good to go. Let‘s go Dave. Camp Agudah 2012 here I come! Go Detroit! We‘ll miss you second half. You‘re such a tzadikel. Keep In
touch.
Lamet Pinny
Dude, A full stock of chocolate Danishes, and to be Rosh hayeshiva of camp chof aleph, you were amazing
during Oar and in general pumping up all the younger kids, I saw the difference. You‘re such a tzadikel. Keep in touch.
Meisner Yisroel Meir
Dude you are the most vild dude in the world during zmiros, you were an amazing shabbos afternoon chavrusa,
Thanks for being from Temimah. Thanks for offering to have Meisners sponsor a Shabbos Kiddush. Oh and see Safir. You‘re such a tzadikel.
Keep in touch.
Safier Feivy
Dude you need a diet like I don‘t need one. Watch out a wind is coming…. Quickly hold on to a pole. Space in
man…. I soaked you last hahahah... Body wash does not work as shampoo. Oh and see Meisner. You‘re such a tzadikel. Keep in touch.
Slomovics Ephraim
Dude, on behalf of the entire bunk, thanks for being the one to always make sure the bunk was spotless during
clean up… 1 second remaining to the game Efraim down by 2… shoots for 3 …bang, dude that was a referees nightmare. You are da man
dude. You‘re such a tzadikel. Keep in touch.
Weis Mordechai
Dude you‘re such a massive chiller, always on that chair in middle of the bunk with that humorous line, you shoot
out with that straight face, you rock! Regards to Max. You‘re such a tzadikel. Keep in touch.
Weiss Aron
Dude, Ok fine I‘ll give you credit for being the only one to tackle me down. A geshmake shabbos sandwich with red
pepper, yellow pepper, hot tamale, Jalapeño…. Dude you never told me that your uncle is Asher Salzberg. You‘re such a tzadikel. Keep in
touch.
Winter Eliyahu
Dude, What, it‘s late? Its only 3 o‘clock in the morning. By the way we still never called Moi Spitz. Efsher some
schmaltz herring from your brother in law. . We‘ll miss you second half. You‘re such a tzadikel. Keep In touch.
Thanks for being the most amazing bunk out there, you guys were all truly amazing. Keep in touch, My cell # is 917-690-7703
Shimshy Brecher

July 23rd
Erev Shabbos Nachamu

In Twenty Years from now___________will still be…………
Yehuda Schwebel
Shmuli Beinenstock
Binyomin Levinger
Yehuda Levi
Yeeshai Rosenstock

a bizayon
Threatening to punish
Sleeping during learning groups
―Mahy Boy‖
eating all the bunks kokosh

Anton Meir
―showing me how‖
Cohen D'niel Ezra
―fixing my wagon‖
Compton Eliyahu Noach going on trips
Kamenetsky Eliyahu
Making the beds
Levi Meir
busted!!
Mandelbaum Eliyahu
not sleeping in the bunk tonight
Mendlowitz Yisroel Meir on a ―Diet Diet OH OH‖
Phillip Dovidel
dancing
Snow Moshe
listening to gedaliah GOOMBAH

What is the greatest bunk in camp?
Lamed Bais!!!!!

THE WINNING TEAM OF NEW YORK STATE IN GENERAL

WHAT!!! We won. I still can‘t believe it. It‘s the most amazing stupendous, oh my
gosh, lol, no way…. Sorry anyways I‘m being threatened that if I don‘t write the in
general now it won‘t get into the yearbook so here it goes. First to the most spectacular
head staff thank you for #1) eleven awesome years in camp #2) the chance of a lifetime, a
special thanks to Rabbi Neiman for running the show, I will never forget. To Nechemia
and Yosef I couldn‘t have asked for 2 better people to go up against, you kept me alert
and on my toes, thanks to both of you. To my good friend Tuli I have no words to thank
you, from the first moment to the last you were there to help from the most pumped fun
cheer song (NYS) to the skit and the volley ball team (we won‘t go there) and all the
advice, thanks. To Avi Heineman thanks for taking care of sports and finding me last
second replacements, for almost doing tug of war and (once again we won‘t go there).
Yizty Lebo thanks for all the pointers, finding me campers for tug of war and for being on
the volleyball team (Aren‘t you getting sick of this). Aryeh Wielgus thanks for the skit
and trying a nice spin (yechi…) and of course being on the volleyball team (stop it
already). Aryeh Brecher your acting was great it really means a lot and also thanks for
being on the volleyball team (STOP IT!!!!) and the tug of war. Aaron Schilit wow what a
talent thanks for help with the song and leading it, I‘m sure some day you will lead the
grand sing. Big thanks to the guys who took activities A Leiberman, S Pollack, Y Green,
A Minkowitz, Y.M.S, E Reich, Y Borchardt, Y Lax, E Devor (hashem loves you) and E
Feinstein a special shout out to D Tikotzky (you know why) to the pullers A Z Wolf, Y
Borchardt, E Feinstein, and the campers Ashkenazy and Fogel and to B Steimetz thanks
for making yourself available. Special thanks to A Minkowitz for letting me drive you
crazy. To um… the volleyball team (ERRRR) E Feinstein, Y Gold, Y Borchardt, and A Z
Wolf special thanks to all the guys who did double or triple duty to my JC Nati thanks so
much for the whole half you really made my whole summer I have no other words to
thank K.I.T. seriously. To my bunk thanks for being yourselves and keeping me
entertained. I had a great time and I hope you did too. K.I.T even when I‘m in Israel . To
mechol davids sorry you missed neighborhood day, it must have been hard but don‘t
worry you were there in spirit. To Chaim Fogel Thanks for being a great guy (like all
Fogels are) and help with the pick (wink wink). To all the boyz of NYS it‘s because of
sports that we won, this was your win you deserve it to anyone I left out I hope your
mochel me it really was a mistake HI TANI

General the fix
July 25th
League Day Playoffs
Staff Night Out

Out of Town In General
I have lived in Flatbush my whole life but I must say that after this wonderful experience of being General of
Out Of Town I have come away with a very high opinion of you out of towners. You guys were really great!!
From sports to the cheers-we really rocked the house!! Although we did not win, we certainly put up a great
fight and definitely have something to be proud of.
Before I start I want to let everyone know that I do not have a list of names in front of me so if I either forgot to
thank you by name or I misspelled your name --I am VERY sorry.
The biggest thanks go to R’ Neiman, Mosy, R’ Schillit, and R’ Elya for giving me the opportunity to be
general.
I have to start off by thanking my core part of the staff starting with Shammai Whittman. You really made a
great song and did an awesome job leading it. Thanks also for acting in the skit. I hope I didn‘t get in your way
too much.
Y. Lowenthal- where do I start? The song, sports, tug a war, volleyball---you‘re the best all around guy around
one can get and I really appreciate all you did for me in those 24hrs!!!
KAL- your skit was amazing and your performance was just as great. Thanks to C. Berman for your great
acting…I hope I did not start anything.
M. Glicher- great acting debut—you were awesome….hope to see more of you in future skits…sorry I forced
the part on you…please don‘t be angry at Chanoch
Kobe thanks for the acting, volleyball, taking the sports game (massive win!)…M. Ribowsky- Thanks for
helping out with the song
Thanks for all those who took activities: Tzvi Lieberman, Zevi Arem, Dovid Noach Adelman, Katz, Ari
Schecter, Alex Herbstman, Safamanesh, Kobe, Aron Stern, and Moishe Feinstein.
Thanks to our vollyball team led by Nati Burowicz…I mean Nati Gurwitz. Thanks to S. Whittman, Ari
Schacter, Yisroel, Alex Herbsman, Kobe, Mayer Glicher,Ephraim Felsinger, and our server Zucker (you
did not miss!). We really played great!
Thanks to our tug-a-war team: S. Teitelbaum, Kobe, Safamanesh, Mayer Glicher, Alex Herbstman, Kaplan,
Zucker, Y. Ely.
Thanks to Bunk Tes Vov for putting up with me. That can probably get pretty complicated sometimes. You
guys were really an amazing bunk!!!!!! Greatest first half ever! Yehuda Aryeh Eisenstein you asked me to put
your name here so here it is.
I apologize for the miserable spelling of both names and words. Please excuse my grammar as well. Thank You
Rabbi Karfiol for all those off days. Lastly, I would also like to thank my General S. Hirsch---thanks for
allowing me to be your LT. Special thanks to my co- Generals Isbee and Fix. You guys were great and I could
not have gone up against a better group of guys than you. Thank you Hillel for everything you have done for the
yearbook. Hope it comes out Great.
I would like to end off with a massive thank you to the entire Camp Agudah, especially Rabbi Kaufman and
Rabbi Karfiol for allowing me to be part of this great camp for so many years. If I left anybody out please be
Moichel.

Lt. General birnbaum
July 26th
Packing, Awards, World Series
Kumsitz with YEHUDA GREEN

Flatbush In General
Just to start off with a little consoling. To all the great campers from Flatbush, even though
according to the amount of points we had we lost this awesome neighborhood day but we are still THE
GREATEST NEIGHBORHOOD AROUND. And now the IN GENERAL could begin.
First and foremost I would like to thank Rabbi Neiman and the rest of the greatest head staff possible
for giving me the opportunity to be a general. I really hope that I did a good job, thanks.
To the winning general Fix- It was a pleasure going up against you. I hope your biking trip worked
out. Good luck in Eretz Yisroel by Rabbi Elefant. Lt Birnbaum – thanks for hooking us up with the t-shirts
and driving us to get the lettering done. I hope you do better next time. Thanx for being my neighbor it was
the greatest I could have had.
And now To the Staff of the greatest neighborhood: Shimshy – Rav of Waterbury- Thanx for all the
help and advice it was great and thanx for reffing a game U-Da- Man. Tank- It really could not have
happened without you. Between the great skit and helping with the song writing and the overall advice. You
are AWESOME, and I hope you really enjoy Waterbury and it is not Shimshy brain washing you with help
of Hillel. Pesach Herby- First and foremost before I say anything I would like to wish you a huge MAZAL
TOV and even though you had to go see that special someone but you still helped write the song and with
an encouraging text it was great, thanx a ton. Ari Krasnow- Your leadership abilities are awesome and your
help with the song writing, and tug of war, and then again playing volleyball you were tremendous, thanx a
Million. Yaakov Abramczyk- There is always a guy who takes charge without even getting asked and that
was you. Thanx for working out the volleyball team, sorry for the switch and thanx for the minivan on the
off day, I got shot gun! Eliyahu Lankry- as a ‖walk on‖ you were awesome between helping with the skit
and doing the acting and playing great volleyball (7-0 record) you did great. Zevy Kizzy- Thanx for over
working yourself to play on the volleyball team you did great. Kozmo- When I saw that you were on my
team I was relieved because I knew I could count on you for anything I needed between writing the song,
staying up late, and taking an activity you were great, Thanx Chaim Herbstman- Thanx for working an
activity, you should have been relaxing and the volleyball play was awesome thanx a million. Tuli
Abramczyk- Thanx for just being there for me when needed with all your wonderful advice thanx for the
car Good Luck in T.V. And to all the guys who took activities: A. Hoch, Y. Senft, Shaya Rosner, A.
Kraznow, Kozmo , D. Lowenthal, Y. Abramczyk, C. Herbstman, Y. Aharnof, H. Weinreb, K. Friedman, B.
Schlosser, E. Lankry, Shimshy Brecher To the unbelievable Tug-of-War team: A. Kraznow, G. Tress, B.
Schlosser, Y. Aharonof, Campers A. Weiss, The Soloff Twins A. Gleiberman To the unbeatable volleyball
team headed by Yaakov Abramczyk: Z. Kizzy, C. Herbstman, B. Schlosser, A.―Captain‖ Kraznow, P.
Diamond, E. Lankry,G. Tress, Y. Aharonof I would like to end off with a massive thank you to the entire
Camp Agudah, especially Rabbi Kaufman and Rabbi Karfiol for giving me the opportunity to grow in the
framework, the last 15 summers of my life were greater than I could have imagined thank you for
everything. If I left anybody out please be Moichel. Sincerely Yours
Sincerely Yours
The General of the Greatest Neighborhood,
Nechemia Isbee
K.I.T. (848)210-1190

July 27th
1st Trip campers leave

The bank is closing in 5 seconds

1 hour later

2…….1………0 Banks Closed

Don‘t make me call your name, Tzvi

OOOOKKKKKAAAAAAAAYYYYYYYY
The whistle blew

Orange In-General
In the greatest OAR ever we did it!!!!! almost 18 hours of sleep and a win!!!!! You guys were the best
group of campers on one team ever! And as they say the campers are the ones that won it for us!
A massive thank you to the entire head staff for giving me this opportunity and 13 amazing summers!!!
To the greatest head counselor rabbi kaufman I learned what it really means to be a ohaiv shalom. To
rabbi karfoil for giving me an opportunity to be here every summer. To rabbi wolf for the help and
advice. Rabbi ab neiman I learned a lot from your really caring about whats best for the campers thanx
for your advice. to rabbi avi schilit for the constant ―updates‖ , an always available listening ear and for
being my behind the scenes agent! AMK im gonna really miss those speeches… And to the greatest
addition to camp since the scuttlebugs, mozey Kaplan a unique combo of great personality and great
person.
To bunk yud zayin the most Über bunk ever! It takes a lot for one bunk to psyche a whole team but you
guys did it AND you were amazing too! The balloons were awesome!. Thanx for making my last
summer here my greatest summer here!
To general kal I couldn‘t have asked for a better person to go up against (and to beat )!you made this
OAR all the fun it was. You really make a gr8 general! See you in yeshiva 930 sharp…
Chaim- your acting debut was a real hit. And thanx for all the psyche! Any leftover gel?
Shimshy - your wise advice and sage counsel were an integral part to our victory. How cliché is that?
It was great having you around!
Tank- wowowow thanx for being the general without getting any of the koovid for it . From the skits
to the play you were unbelievable! you were making me sweat watching you run from scene to scene!
and not one snafu! Now go hang yourself!
Nechemia isbee-and vinny comes through again! Thanx for winning it for us with the activities! And
really thanx for your understanding ;)
Shammai - when I saw you on my team I was just filled with joy and E-LA-TION! The cheer, march,
skits, activity and play! What cant you do?!?!?!
Aryeh brecher- you make everybody look lame! Is that a compliment or what?your calm demeanor
under pressure was the difference maker! you really do make a great punching bag…
Meyer ―Juliet‖ glicher- ‗tis a wonder you hath done, for thou hath been awesome!! Amazing acting!! As
simple as ABC….your headed straight to the top!
Hillel thanx for just being around the whole time from beginning to the end.Your participation is an
example setter.
Yechiel aharonoff- gr8 job on the torah bowl!
Chezky bermanAri krasnow- TOOTTTY!!! NOOOOOO!!! (huh?) awesome acting! You made songwriting as fun as
making skits! Thanx for the awesome time!
Cozmo Kramer-the man who does everything! And thanx for the cocoa every morning!
Yisrael lowenthal-and you come through in the torah bowl again! Thanx you!
Mookie nueman-thanx for props help and for offering help when needed

Your counselors hands are up
Your mouth should be closed

Orange In-General (cont.)
Shaya rosner- making beds is what wins oar!Thanx you!
Shonbrun- I know im going against the rules by putting a camper in but for you ill make an exception!
 Thanx for the skit play songs and psyche!
Shlomo Pollack-appreciate the songs and whatnot! Thanx for being around
Nati gurwitz- your mere presence brings inspiration to the team. Gr8 acting! the heat aint winning
without you!
Yisrael borchardt- the next rabbi pearl! Awesome acting!
Yehudah gold- thanx for acting like you don‘t know how to act! A lead role is awaiting you one day…
great job on the activity.
Senft gr8 job on activity!
Avi hoch- PSYCHE!! PSYCHE!! PSYCHE!!
Leiby Lieberman- todah to you for torah bowl
Dovid michaeli- you have a bright future in the cleaning lady business! And in camp! Thanx for the
acting and help!
Nissim safemenesh-thanx for the torah bowl help!!
Kalman friedman-the new man in camp! Great job acting! And songwriting?!?!?!?! WOW!!!! quick
jump to the top!
Bentzion goldstien- Betzalel shlosser- we won it with the activities thanx!
Dovid milstien- Eli reich- Efraim felzinger- Avrohom minkowitz- Beinhorn Moshe katz Dovid
tikotzky- Dovid Edelman- thanx for being on the winning team!
Moshe ribowsky- thanx for songs and help
Jack stefannsky- my right hand man! Why couldn‘t we get a skit from you? You could‘ve imitated….
Yisrael menachem finkelman- so how was the play? Thanx for taking time out of your busy schedule
for us
Z. Wolf- lights! Camera! Action! Heres some gratitude for doing the ungratifiable job!
Chezky berman ok you win! AWESOME job on the races without you we wouldn‘t have won them!
I want to ask mechila for the people I left out because I know I did leave out.
A special thank you to a special somebody for letting me be here 3 weeks b4 a wedding! I owe you one!
And finally thank you camp agudah for bringing out the best in me every summer! I‘ll ALWAYS be a
part of Ruach Country!!!!

General Chosson Pesach

No drinking before the trip

Red In-General
―Most generals write that they are sitting here at 4 am after eating a pastrami sandwich and they
are strapped for time because the in –general has to make the deadline. However, I am different. I am in
fact, sitting here at 12pm in a nice air-conditioned room typing this article while enjoying a nice hot and
delicious slice of pizza.‖-This is a direct quote from Yitzy Lebowitz‖s OAR in-general last year.
However, I am different, I can‘t eat a pastrami sandwich, it‘s the 9 days (Thanks Hillel for making a
first half yearbook (if you are slow that was slightly sarcastic)), and I can‘t even eat a pizza bagel for
other reasons (Vehamaiven Yavon(For those who are slow, pizza bagels don‘t taste good (If you are
slow you‘re also probably Tank))) Besides, Yitzy, where did you find an air-conditioned room anyway.
Anywayssss, even though we had less points (Five Zero Four to be exact-that‘s for T Neiman) as Rabbi
Kaufman said we are all winners. I‘ll let you on a little secret, we should have won, I just forgot to
make my bed.
The mantle of OAR generalship is a very weighty and life altering situation, it is thus incumbent
upon me to express gratitude to all those who made it the amazing experience it was. You campers were
amazing; from activities to songs to torah bowl to the basketball game you guys were amazing. Thanks
a lot. To the finest head counselor Rabbi Kaufman, you are the most complete Ish Shalom I ever met.
To Rabbi Karfiol, for not taking away my off days. To Rabbi Wolf, a special thank you, Gee I would
collapse if you weren‘t in camp, Rabbi Neiman, Thank you for your concern and your car with the
distorted vision. Avi Schillit, thanks for all your wise advice and help being a counselor. Reb Elyah,
you are awesome thank you for existing. Mosey Kaplan, thanks a lot for everything, you are awesome
(I still sing better base than you though).
To Bunk Yud Ches, you guys were awesome. You psyched up the place and deflated my ego
when necessary. Your cheers and balloons were stupendous. Thanks for giving me the fun time, I hope
you guys had. To General Pesach (or is it Herby). You are the finest general to go up against. It is the
appreciation of our years of friendship that I handed this win to you as a chasunah present. I got my
dancing shoes (and knee brace). Thanks for making OAR the fun time it was. See you in Yeshiva 10:00
sharp (you left your in-general on the computer). ―Me and Pesach‖ we be a team. Yitzy- I have no
words to express to you. What can friends of over 15 yrs say. You were awesome, I wore the shirt you
led the team. If we could pick our team you would‘ve been first (tank don‘t feel bad you were top ten)
Yosef Birnbaum-Thank you for your support and skits taking your time out for me even though you are
on youth corp.
Kobe Metchik-you were awesome, cleanup acting ruach I wanna be like Kobe
Shlomo Fixler- You were great your constant support was somthing to behold
Mutti Kohn- Thank you very much your hard work and devotion is something unique.
Tuli Abramczyck- A great chavrusah and friend. Your songs were great. You made the Rosh proud.
Avi Heinneman- You were spectacular your hard work in the Torah Bowl really paid off your psych
was great you really made a major difference.
Yaakov Abramczyk- you made Rabbi Steinmetz proud. Thanks for the hard work you put in
Eliyahu Lankry-Wow you were amazing. Sorry for the backhanded slap. You got a future here use it
Invade Poland
Don‘t say OOOOOOOO.
OOOOOHH!!

Red In-General (cont.)
Aryeh Wielgus- you were the backbone of the team, You were stupendous from play writing acting and
all the other myriad stuff you did. Without you it would‘ve been a blowout.
M. Rupp your presence on the team made a major difference
S. Reichman you were great see you in yeshiva
A. Schillit- your songwriting and reporting were mind boggling
A. Herbstman –your constant support and involvement really was distinctive
E. Feinstein-You are a great man to have on a team your dedication was splendid
A. Stern your work on the songs and props really helped. Thanks
Y. Lax- Thank you for creating the greatest OAR psych team ever.
S.Z. Katz- I see I trained you in well keep it up
Y. Rosenberg- you were awesome sorry about the death in the play
Y. Scheiner-Wow you just created a new level
E,. Frischman- Your devotion towards giving it what you got really tipped the bucket in our direction.
P. Diamond- You were truly amazing your will to go that extra mile and do anything was well
appreciated. You really added
Y. Green- You really rocked the place
D. Lowenthal- you were the lighthouse in the turbulent sea of OAR
N. Bohensky.- All the way, you take the cake
P. Miller- I have no words to describe how you added to the team
Y. Roth. You were just tremendous overwhelming
G. Tress- You da‘ man! Thanks a ton for the help.
Z. Arem- Thanks for everything, it was a comfort having you on my team.
E. Devor- Your bright smile lifted the spirits of the whole team
D. Fraiman- I would venture to say you were one of the most imperative members of our team thanks
A. Lewis You have a bright future as a staff member. Thanks for always being there in your ―leibidike‖
way.
Y.Y. Birnbaum- Thanks for all that you did for the team.
Besky. Cherman- I couldn‘t write your real name due to politics.
Greenberg, Greenberg, Greenberg, Greenberg, Greenberg, Greenberger, Thurm, Weiss and the rest of
the kitchen staff-thanks for lunch
Last but not least thank you to the entire RED TEAM. You guys were awesome and you made this the
best OAR ever.

General Kal
Yosef Joselit‘s Job??????????

ACHDUS IN CAMP AGUDAH
The air we breathe instills in us an aura of unity even between the biggest of rivals.
What in other camps turns out to be the battlefront between the counselors and other
staff, by us in Ruach country it is just the opposite. People would expect before his
chasunah, General Pesach would be tense and might want all the help he can get.
But General Pesach with his infinite wisdom and kindness saw beyond his own
needs and realized the need to give in. Being that Lt. Tank‘s destiny was to direct
his final OAR play, this chapter of his life needed to be fulfilled alone. In a long and
tiring meeting between General Herbstman and Lt. Tank, they came to a hard but
necessary decision. They were to give over willingly their finest lead Director to the
other team. This was the turning point of OAR 2010!! Needless to say, RED‘s play
went on to be a smashing success. Although rumors have it that the General and his
Lt. regretted their move, the RED team would like to say THANK YOU!!!
From the team of RED
& the Director!

S.A.L.T. 2010
This Summer in camp agudah we experienced one of the saltiest seasons ever. Campers of all
ages participated in the ―shabbos afternoon learning torah program‖ every week in the
masmidim bais medrash.
Although we all know that the reward for learning torah can only be enjoyed in oilam
habah- it didn‘t stop camp agudah from giving out some of the most enjoyable treats ever.
From sandwiched steaks to OG MELECH HABOSHON sized popcorn, Soda, and cotton
candy the campers enjoyed an extra side benefit with their geshmacke learning.
Many staff members joined their campers in the bais medrash and gave shiur to the
campers in mishnayos. The program also included Rabbi Elbaz‘s Shabbois program in the shul.
Every week campers were on the lookout for the familiar Mr. Salt figure announcing the special
salt selection of the week!
For all campers leaving camp after the first half following the salt recipe for the rest of
your summer months wherever you are. Just add some special treat to your special Shabbos
afternoon learning and presto! You have a salty shabbos !!Wishing you a salty future wherever
you spend your shabbos!!
Your friend
Rabbi Menachem Feifer

Chaim Herbstman‘s Job????????

From the Mike of Mosey Kaplan,

As I finish my first half of my inaugural season in Camp Agudah, I feel like the first time I went on a
roller coaster. Only this time I‘m not throwing up. The ups and ups, this ride felt like it just kept getting higher.
From the zemiros in the dining room, to the amazing plays and skits. From OAR and Neighborhood Day, to
cookouts and snacks, I felt like we were doing loop-de-loops the whole first half. I want to thank everyone,
from R‘ Meir Frischman and R‘ Simcha Kaufman at the top, down to Shlomo Feuer, for welcoming me and my
family, and making our time here so comfortable and fun.
Thanks to all the hardworking workers and workerpeople of Camp Agudah, and especially my fellow
head staff members Moti, Abie, Avi, and Heshy for breaking me in. Thanks to Yitzy Bald for whatever, Rabbis
Feuer and Nusbaum for the learning group, and Tank for being my co-assistant-junior-associate Rebbe. If I
insulted anybody by leaving them out, it was on purpose. If you weren‘t insulted, now you have what to work
on.
Staff members and campers alike, I hope you all realize what a special privilege you have to be here in
Ruach Country. Not just because we here are in the ‗Eim Hmachanos‘, but also because this is a camp run with
chinuch and mesorah. We all should take advantage of what we have while we are here and hopefully grow with
it.
Amplified and Reverberated,
Mosey Kaplan

Bais Refoel Junior

Thank You
Every year we thank the same people over and over again (and sometimes even over again). AMK
for his delicious food, Rabbi Kaufman for his singing renditions, Rabbi Karfiol for his stories at night,
Rabbi Wolf for turning the lights off in the gym, Rabbi Schilit for getting a pass, other Rabbi Kaufman for
letting us say ―other‖, Mosey for his cute little kid, and Rabbi Neiman for blowing Howie‘s whistle. This
year will be different. Herbert R. Grover Jr. III (you should have seen Sr. I) once said, ―Weeds break
through the concrete which eventually turn into potholes.‖ And who do you think will fix these potholes, the
maintenance crew - I don‘t think so, the head staff- not a chance, bunk Alef Minus through Alef Pluspossibly. So who makes sure the macaroni and cheese is evenly distributed? Who cleans up the deer? Who
inflates the golf cart tires? Who paints the grass green? Who feeds the fish? Who knows how many people
can fit into the yearbook room? Who translates Artscroll? Who takes the balls out of the gutter of the main
building? Who puts on the door stoppers? Who is asking all these questions? Who sharpens the small
pencils in the office? Who left a rekel in Meir‘s car? Who cleans up the janitor‘s bathrooms? Who puts
indents on the golf balls? Who took my phone, Seriously I want it back. Who is Jack Stefansky? Who
floods the lodge bathroom? Who knows that there is no I in team but there is a me? Who folds the brown
paper towels? Who said OOO? Who buys a goat? Who decided to spell the word who W-H-O, who? Who
weaves the screen on the windows? Who eats the last chip in the bag? And who opens the bag and licks it
afterwards? Who put the ridges on a quarter? Who puts the fizz in soda? Who copies Gedalya Wielgus?
Who wants to be like Shimshy? Who fills up the lake with water (Rabbi Pearl you got off easy)? Who
qwnmdjid the bdherkeneodn? Who‘s hiding in your closet? Who have Five Zero Four BBM contacts (read
this with a chassidish ha‘vura)? Who has no head? Who won? Who has the dedication, determination,
aspiration perseverance and motivation? Who is the little man in the ice cream machine? Who powdered the
orange juice? Who is in the adult choir? Who wants a slush for writing this article? Who keeps on dropping
the mouse? What is (this line was censored because it did not start with who). Who turns the water
sprinklers on? Who flips pizza in Liberty Pizza? Who bought a hotdog, fries and a soda for a quarter and
still had some left over change? Who spray painted Shmully Hirsch‘s hair? Who drives straight by the
antique shop? Who knows how to hit a shot on the basketball team (this applies to baseball also)? Who cuts
the grass underneath the bunks? Who could put his foot over his head? Who is going to count the number of
who‘s in this article (these who‘s also count (that who also did (that one too))). Well we the ninth grade
counselors have the answer………………………….. bam ba da ba ba ba da (please sing along with Isbee)
bam ba da ba ba da
THE WINNER OF THIS YEARS THANKLESS AWARD IS………………………………

SHIMSHY BRECHER
(Andre you came in a close second, but your songs were a little pitchy).

FAIRTIG

Where did the other half of Kal go?

Thank You

It is only appropriate to give ―kavod when kavod is due‖to the illustrious maintenance
team of Camp Agudah, including: Shmuel Schechter, Yaakov Kaplan, Shloimy Goldshmidt,
Top ten things I learnt this year at camp agudah
Tzvi
and are
Bigrules
Bird.onThey
behind the scenes in a way reminiscent to Crazy
1. Neiman,
There really
how have
to be aworked
waiter (gasp!)
Glue, in which they ―bond together almost anything,‖ namely Chassidim, Sefardim, and Litvaks
Turns out happy
that Beinhorn
into2.a beautiful
family.is the lawyer of the kitchens
3. That
Kizzybefitting
is from [drum
roll]…
It is truly
a camp
of theMontreal
Agudath Yisroel of America. (The crazy part is selfexplanatory.)
Oncecan
again,
proven
themselves
be theWolf
definition of a superb
4. That Cosmo
quotethey
fromhave
memory
every
shiur fromtoRabbi
maintenance team. Camp seems to run effortlessly, and in fact, their efforts are largely
5. That Chaim Halbertal can outshoot the whole camp agudah basketball team
unnoticed.
6. The
existence
of yet
another
herbstman.
On behalf
of the
staff
and campers
of Seriously.
Camp Agudah, we would like to thank you for all
that7.you
have
done and
do for us
That
Beinhorn
andcontinue
Lax wereto
mistaken
to be twins really.
p.s. The administration of Camp Agudah would like to thank the CRAZY behind the crazy glue,
8. That Kal speaks at least two languages he is still working on English.
who has really held all the parts of Camp Agudah together: Shimon (Jim) Newmark .
9. That Avi Taub isn‘t here and that‘s Mosey Kaplan up there.

10. That the head counselor‘s office is awesome when you‘re not in trouble.

Yehuda
Green
11. Thanks to Lax Michaeli Kumzits
cosmo YMS with
and kizzy
even though
you have no idea.
It was the last Monday night of the first trip,
you\\ could feel something was in the air.
\\flappy
After night activity was announced as a kumzits, memories of last year‘s Pruz concert
came to mind. But who could it be, who could camp get. As we entered the gym the band
was in position and all seemed normal. Then it happened he made his appearance and the
crowd went wild. YEHUDA GREEN, no one could believe it. As the kumzitz began you
could feel yourself getting lost in the music, Yehuda brought you to another world. The
music was great led as always by Yitzy Bald and everyone wished it would never end .
The tears flowed freely throughout the kumzitz, and as it came to a close all wanted more.

I walk around camp unnoticed, I watch all that happens. Everything is under
my watchfull eye, and nothing escapes it. I am there even when you think I‘m not.
My job is so top secret I don‘t even know what I‘m accomplishing, but I know it‘s
important. I report what I see every hour on the hour, but not to whom you think I
am. So be carefull because I am ever watching you
Signed

The man in the yellow hat
Where is Nechemiah‘s Phone??
In the rice

All out Basketball

LIFEGUARDS 2010
Shlomo Tepper will start working when...
Rabbi Pearl – Takes a day off and stops catching foul balls behind home plate
Rabbi TK – Gets all his boat shteckenah into the butkileh

Lifeguards
Yossi Beinhorn – Gets a Kosher Phone
Itiel Cohen – Goes to sleep on time
Moshe Feinstein – Goes on all the trips as an RTE
Shlomo Zvi Flamer – Starts walking around with a radio
Yehuda Leib Gold – Will have Ferragamo shoes to match his belt
Yossi Gold – Becomes the coach of the basketball team
Shalom Lerner “C29” – Is in Camp Agudah for more than one day straight
Meir Levi- gets a full-time position
Zevi Neuman – Gets sunburned
Lipa Perlow – wins oar
Shmuel Ovadia Teitelbaum – Is the least certified lifeguard at the pool
Counselor Shlomo Tepper – Becomes a Senior League counselor
Aharon Zushe Wolf “CS9” – Stops working and becomes a regular Hatzalah unit

Junior Lifeguards
Nisson Mordechai Bohensky – Stops working out and walks to Walmart
Moshe Katz – Comes out of the infirmary
Yaakov Lax - Becomes head counselor of Beinhorn Boneinu
Dovid Yaakov Michaeli – Does beat-boxing - a cappella at the cantata
Pesach Miller – Gets onto the baseball team
Avrohom Dovid Minkowitz – Comes unarmed to the pool
Yitzchok Roth – Starts speaking rapid-fire Ivrit to Tress
Avrumi Rottenstreich – Is officially a Mas-guard
Nissim Safamanesh – Is zocheh to Mrs. Lankry‘s Lachmagin
Mordechai Salem – Becomes chassidish and watches the pool
Dovid Schwartz – Works at the pool instead of the office
Menachem Meir Strum – Wears tzitzis in the water
Gershy Tress - Starts speaking rapid-fire Ivrit to Roth

Misc. Pool Staff
Black Face Mask - ….
Kizzy Jr. – Gets to sit on big bro‘s chair
Ernie – wins color war
Max & Dolphin – Stop taking so many off days
Chicken bone, challah, frank – Walk out of the pool by themselves
Evan – Learns how to swim
Tank, Izbee, Hillel W., Shimshi, Zushe– Stop hiding their humble lifeguard roots
Schoenbrun – Stops swimming slush laps
Meir Weiss- Serves breakfast at 8:00
Kids who lied about slush laps- Grow up
Avrohom Gayer- becomes a Mas-guard
Borch – Gets a lifeguard job
Pollack – Stops wearing his lifeguard whistle when he brings his bunk to the pool

Hillels root

canal, Again???

When Senior Hill Is Returned, AMK Gives Out Free Food, Whiskey Lets Campers Into His
Shop, When JS‘s Lifeguards and Waiters Will Get Their Own Trip, When Mosey Kaplan Gets
Off The Mike, and When Kizzy Stops Playing Basketball
Then…
By richy rand and flo

Dovid Noach Adelman
Zevi ―Bob‖ Arem
Dovid Brecher
Eli Devor

would be by cocoa club every day, and load the bikes from the bus not from the ground
will win every game against Ribowsky on ps2
would hook up every JS with snacks, and would stop complaining about not playing baseball
would finally find all the Kwitzi‘s Kwanza‘s Mufkee‘s and Reuvains in camp and everyone will be able to
hear him over his loud glasses
Ephraim Felsinger
would have camps smallest ego, warm up Spiegals seat on the bench and find Milton
Dovid Simcha Fraiman wont dress as shpitzy /fancy on shabbos like he does now
Kalman Friedman
would have one steady job, stop playing with the equipment shack key and wouldn‘t know what a radio is
Meyer Glicher

would have a full summer job, sleep at night and work by day (not the opposite!!), find Romeo, save millions
from progressive, will stop asking for his letter, would never ever ever ever ever talk by ropes because he will
be too busy working, will sit and still be MVP for the 10th grade team (KIZZY U OWE ME ICE CREAM!!!!)
Benzion Goldstein
would be able to use the chin-up bar, will be up the entire night
Simcha Zelig Katz
would be the center for the Knicks and a pitcher for the Yankees at the same time
Ariel Lewis
will lose his computer job
Dovid Milstein (wait isn‘t it David?)
would have a full night‘s sleep then make shachris then won‘t be lazy and then check
second part of Kalman Friedman(who did it first and who taught who)
Moishe Rahnnd
for just being Moishe Rahnnd
Eli Reich
would go shuppy, come up with better songs for the basketball team, get along with every Rebbi in camp,
would stop asking for letters, and stop working the STUPID bikes, will be a shtarke bais pinchas
LAKEWOOD bochur ,will be starting on the 10th grade basketball team AAAAAVYYY!!!
Jack Rosenberg
would be a nice quiet kid, and will go on every trip with whiskey
Dovi Scheiner
would fix the fans then the doorknobs then the toilets then the doors then the beds then the lights then the……
then get the maintenance job
Nesanal ―Pave It‖ Weinstock
would make it to the top of mountain every day without stopping
KIZZY-will actually play on the team, will be one of the greatest maggidai shiurim in Lakewood and everyone will make minyan,
HOW YA DOIN U RUSTY DUMBBUCKET THANK U FOR AN AWESOME HALF!!!!!!!!!!

Rotators
__________Didn‘t get a Counselor Job because ____________
Eli Gray
Doesn‘t know how to pose for pictures
Chaim Herbstman
Well his name is Herby so there is no explanation(thanks shlomo tepper)
Zevi Kizelnik
Wait…… how did he make it to another list in the yearbook, And he is a counselor of
this years senior leagues (JS‘s)
Moshe Gershon Kramer
He is busy with bentching, cocoa club, laining, snacks, ______,______,____
Eliyahu Lankry
UNDERRATED
Shaul Pollock
Is he here first half, I didn‘t know
Shmuel Aryeh Reichman
Who? What? I thought he was a masmid
Yisroel Mordechai Schoenbrun
wanted to win oar
Shamai Whitman
Wait I thought he was a counselor (bunk tes zayin)
Yakov Birnbaum
wanted to win oar
Moshe Ribowsky
His feet were hurting
Chesky and Boruch fink Rosenberg And Chaim and Chanoch and Shlomo We know you all wish you were in camp

800 singles to 300 campers

Trip 1 Census
1)Who is Nati Gurwitz?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Nobody just a random chant
OH! He has a last name?
See Ari, Areyeh & Areyah
INVADE POLAND!!!!

2)Why did camp build a mikveh?
A)
B)
C)
D)

To create hock
The pool was too crowded
They needed something for the lifeguards to do
To practice drills for operation INVADE POLAND!!!!

3)What is Mosey’s job in camp?
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Camp agudah clown
To dismiss everyone by supper
Whatever Avi Taub was supposed to do
Soda machine advertiser
Commander-in-chief of operation INVADE POLAND!!!!

4)Why was the ninth grade so quiet this half?
A)
B)
C)
D)

No hill
They were full of salami slices
They were on a trip
They were INVADING POLAND!!!!

5)Why does the 8th grade daven in the shul?
A)
B)
C)
D)

They went to Niagra last year
So Rabbi Avi can keep an eye on both his divisions
Rabbi Nieman is expanding Chevra Hamispallilem
To stop them from joining the 9th grade plot to INVADE POLAND!!!!

Come up for air!!!!

Census
6)Who hi jacked the tractor-trailor full of pitchers?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Mosey –Payday breakout
Learning Rebbeim –to pour water on kids
The basketball team –to prove they exist
Russians – to INVADE POLAND!!!!

7)Why did camp build a new Bais Refoel?
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

The old one was too small
They didn’t want it near a parking lot
They needed seforim in the shul
They didn’t, they just made an air-conditioned gazebo for Rabbi Wolf
Operation INVADE POLAND headquarters

8)Why did the ninth grade have salami slices?
A)
B)
C)
D)

No hill
To make use of Rabbi Schilit’s George Forman
Because a full frank couldn’t fit into the new Bais Refoel
Energy for operation INVADE POLAND!!!!

9)Why is Gatorade kosher this year?
A) Because everything else is (phones, lamps, toothbrushes, etc)
B) Something else to sell in the canteen
C) To help our basketball team Herbstman family
D)

INVADE POLAND!!!!

10) Why did we go to Zoom Flume again?
A) So the 6th and 7th graders could go to Super Sonic Speedway
B) So the 8th graders would be jealous
C) So Mosey Kaplan could be close to his old habitats
D)to find out that Robert got married and moved to Chile
D) to INVADE

POLAND!!!!

Mazel Tov to
Zev Zucker, Aron Zev Herbstman, Aron Shleifstein, Shalom Lerner, Pesach Herbstman,
Shloime Goldschmidt, Mordy Lichtenfeld, Chaim Y. Gitelis, Gedalyah Wielgus

